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1, Statement of the problem, We shall consider a problem of interception 
of completely controlled motions described by the following systems of ordinary differ- 
ential equations 

dy/dt=Ay+Bu 
(1.1) 

dz / d-r = AZ + Bv (4 4 

Here Y (~1 =(yl (z), . . ., y, (z)] is the phase coordinate vector of the first pursu- 

ing object, c (T) =(zt (T),..., z, (r)) is the phase coordinate vector of the second 

pursued object ; ,d and B are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, while U and 
U are r-dimensional controls’constrained @J by 

;o 

s /I u (0 Ii’d G P’ (9, ~IJW,,ed~<~2(t~ (r&to) (2.3: 

Here and 6 the following H Iu rf = (,% + ., * + Iu,2r,2 
(1.4) 

Let at the initial instant ‘T = 8, 

Y (t*> = yO, z (to) = z*, y0 # zO, I_& (t*) = $ > v (to) = Y0 (1.5) 

be given. We shall assume that an interception of motions y(T) and Z( 7) 

rhe time z = 6 if at this instant 

yi (6) = q(S) (i=l, . . ., li) 

takes place for the first time. 

occurs at 

(1.6) 

We shall call the quantity ,6 the instant of interception and (@ - to) = T (t,) the 
time-to-interception. We consider the interception problem as a game with two players 
[l] where the criterion used to evaluate the players’ actions is the time-to-interception 

r , which depends on the choice of the strategies u ly, z, p,, Y] and V ly, z, p, Y]. 

Thz”first player (the pursuer) in choosing his strategy u [y, z, p, vj restricted by the 
first of conditions (1.3) seeks to minimize the time-to-interception, while the second 

player (the pursued) chooses strategies v [y, .a, CL, v] satisfying the second of conditions 
(1.3) such that the motions @( 7) and a( T) do not meet at all or such that the rime- 
to-interception is maximal. In accordance with the game formulation of the problem, 
optimal behavior of the first player will consist of choosing a strategy u Iv, z, !I_ Y], 
securing min, mnx, I’,,., while for the second player it will be the choice of a strategy 

u lg, z, p, ~1, yielding max,min,T,,. 

It was shown in c2J that in the case of an interception in all coordinates (1.6) under 
the constraints given by (1.3), the only pursuer strategy securing min, max,1’,,r, will 
be the rule of extremal aiming, i.e. aimin.g, at each instant 7 , at the point of contact 
c ( 7) of regions of attainability of motions y ( I) and z{ 7) , corresponding to the 
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instant of absorption t = es. (A control aiming the motion of (1.1) or (1.2) at the 

point c ( 7) shall, in the following, be denoted by U” or V”, respectively). Thus , 

1 
,T 

,LW > 1;% and equality occurs only when V = V”. The same paper D] contains an 

example in which the author constructs a control U = U l such that if the pursued player 
chooses V = V” and the pursuer U = U*, interception occurs in less than the time T,*,.. 

In exactly the same way we can show that if the pursued player chooses the program 
control u = L+O’ (z), which at the initial instaht 7 = to directs the motion of system 

(1.2) to the point c( to), then there exists a control U = U * such that the motions meet 
sooner than in the time TuoVo. Hence, the inequality T,,“o > T,p,o is generally invalid, 

and the strategy V = V” does not yield max,min, Tu, 

u=u”. 

; moreover, the pair of strategies 
V = V” does not yield the saddle point of the game under consideration, 

Further on we shall construct the control u (z) = u [y (z), z (z), p (t), Y (z), t,] 
whose choice guarantees that interception will occur not sooner than in the time 

T&J = T,P~o (to) - 6, ( w h ere 6 is arbitrarily small) for any permissible behavior 
of the pursuer. Thus it is proved that 

supv inf,, T,, (to) = min, maxu T,, (to) (1.7) 
The control u = u [y (t), z (z), lo (r), v (z), t,] is formed at each instant 7 from 

Y (97 2 (r), CL (r) and v (T) existing, and is not influenced by any information on the 

choice of 7d (7) at that instant. It should be noted that when the state of the system at 
the time 6 = to < ‘I’ is taken into account, then an aftereffect element enters the control. 

2. Construction of a control, We shall use a method proposed in [3J to con- 
struct a required strategy. 

We shall compare the problem of interception with the following problem on time- 
optimal operation: to find, at fixed 7 , a control w( ‘I) constrained bv 

p II II 20 (t) 2 dt < P” (Q (2.1) 
which transfers the system 

&dt = Ax f Bw (2.2) 
from the position x( 7) to another position x( ‘I + 3 = 0 in the least possible time 

y= To. We shall denote by G the region 6 > 0 , To [x. 6 ] coo in the [x, 6) -space. 
We assume that at the initial instant 7 = 6 o , the pursued player has at his disposal a 

safety margin v ( to ) 
Since the point { y ’ 

- 6( to) differing from v( 6,) by a small quantity 8( to)=c’> 0. 
- 8 , p” - v” ] belongs to the region G , so does [ y” - 2’ , 

PO - (VO- So) ] . The function p [x, 6 ] will be continuous in x and c in the vici- 

nity of any point in G , hence 

0 < T” [y” - z”, p” - v”] - T”[yo - z”, p” - (v’ - co)1 < 6, (E”) (2.3) 

lim 6r (E’) = 0 
zo--ro 

Let us choose, at the initial instant T = to , a sufficiently small 8’ which will then 
define To [J?, 6’ ] where 

x=y-2, r;=p-(v-e) (2.4) 

and let us also select 6, (t,) = r, + T*[z’, co]. We shall choose at any instant 72 6, 
such 6( 7) , that 

6, (z) = z + T”[x (t), 5 (~$1 = fI,(t,) = const (2.5) 

The pursued player will be aware of all y (‘c), z (z), p(z) andv (z)which came into 
being up to the instant ‘I , therefore in accordance with the properties of p [x. 6 ] , 
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(2.5) may yield a unique E (7) =- E [@ (a), z (T), p (zr), Y (z)& satisfying it. We 
shall consider this magnitude if 1) used in constructing the strategy u -= u,, as a new 
variabEe* 

When investigating our prablem of interception and constructing the required strategy 
U== U, , we shall find that an importaat part is played by the controls 11 = U” and U = V” 

aiming rhe motions of (I, I) and (1.2) at the point of contact of two regions of accessi- 

bility, fi@)fy (tfl p fz)$ @,1 and N@jfa ltjt v (T) - e (z), $$,I; these comroIs 
are given by f2] 

tP(@ = -’ 
=s” W P @f 

u”(z) = 
w,* @I iv {a) - c @)I 

P(T) - tv W - e WI ’ p (4 - !V @I- fJ w 
(2.fi) 

where U?tO (t), t > z is ;i solution of the problem (2, I)# (2.2) when 

5 (4 = Y (@ - 2. @I, CJ (4 = p (z) - @ (.tI - a (Tc)f 

We shall now determine the strategy u = v,. Let 

where t* denotes the first instant of time when 

v(Q--a (q = 
fW T 

The magnitude ‘$ will be defined in Section 3 . This completes the forma1 part of 

constructing the strategy v = tl, , and we shall show in Section 3 that this stiategy does 

indeed solve the stated problem, 

Below we give basic operations which shall be utilized in Section 3in fnvestigatitrg 
the constructed strategy. First we shall obtain, utilizing the conditions (2,5), 

Next we shall find d@ IdT * From (2.9 we have 

(2.10) 

Let us ~a~forrn its right-hand side ~s~~~ the relatiom 

dP 
TE 

II u 0) P Ii ZJ (‘51 P zz- -* & _I__ 
ly dr=- 2Y 

foilowing from (1,3), Relations (2.10) ra(2J2) yield 

let 
src = u - UO, 6v = v - va (2.14) 

Since Lb - I>=~andTto-_o=~t’,wehave 61,t=6@-6U, Ta~~~g~~~to 

accoutrt we can transform f2.13) into 

(2.15) dE __ .- 
d c 

while (2.7) yields 
dq 1 de 

i 

dV 

) 

4 
~~” s .‘y. !~ --rl7i;: f ==-;;I (2.16) 
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defined from (2.15),(2.12) and (2.10). respec- 

tively. 

Fig. 1 

Consider a function 

v (rll E) = rl - rl (0 (2.17) I 

where q (5 ) is one of the family of curves 
defined by 

drl 
dS=- 

(1(2- n+llE) 
(1 - ?))a 

which are shown in Fig. 1 . We note that 
(O<V<l, 4>6) (2.18) 

$(q 5) = VP- 9 + l/e,.> * 
(I- rlY (Odrl<l, 4>0) (2.19) 

cp (11, %I = 9 (q, E) t- 1 (2.20) 

Let us find d V/d 7 near a curve belonging to the above family assuming that, by 
(2.9). V = ~6’. We have 

Taking into account (2.16), we obtain 

dV 1 -=-- 
dz Y ( 

$_$q)+$(&-g “)=&A _‘-L!; q (2.2$? 

(.4=$+&&q& 

Relations (2.15),(2.12) and (2.10) yield 

A + 2J”yye, + II [-&wi, -!- 2w, 84) + 

+ 

This shows that A 2 0 , therefore we have, taking into account (2.11) and the fact 
that dv/dTs 0 , dV 

( ) -27 >O 
TJ==QU’ 

(2.22) 

3. Anrlynlt of the rtrrtrgy v = v,._ We shall show that the strategy 

constructed above, solves the stated problem. Before proving it, we shall note the follow- 
ing fact. III constructing the strategy u = vs , the pursued player assumes that he has, at 

any instant 7 , a safety margin v( 7) - 6 (7) differing from the actual safety margin by 

6 ( ‘r) , that this assumed safety margin never exceeds the value of the actual one and 

that, consequently, the inequality 

e(r)>0 (Gl \<r d6) (3.1) 

must hold at any instant up to the time of interception. 
This inequality will be verified later during the analysis of the strategy UC . 
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Let 6 be a positive number specified in advance. We shall show that there exists 6’ 
and y (see (2.9) ) such that the strategy u = vL guarantees that interception will occur 
not sooner than in the time Tuo,:, (to) - 6: We shall first determine co. Let 6, = 6 / 2 , 
then from (2.3) it follows that such S”( bl)> 0 can be found, that 

T” [y” - z”, p” - v”] - T’ [y’ - z’, p” - (v” - E’)] = TZLrUo (to) - T”[y” - z”, PO- 

- (Y” - e”)] g 6, = 6 / 2 (3.2) 

We shall now assume that 6’ > 0 has been chosen in accordance with (3.2) . In this 
case, v”, 8* and co which define the point [TJ”= CO/v”, <“= ~“/v”~ and a curve 

belonging to the family (2.18) passing through this point, will all be known at the instant 

7= to. We can also assume without loss of generality, that in the beginning the control 
v = vE ‘is chosen according to the first Formula of (2.9). Then the inequality 

(flldt ,rz+,puo ) >,O will imply that the point { TJ( 7 ) , {( T)) can only move upward from 
one curve of (2.18) to the next one and, for at least as long, as 

holds. Consequently the control is chosen in the form U = cp V" . 
At the same time the point [q ( 7). 5 ( 7) } will remain, at all times, within the 

region r (see Fig. 1). Indeed, the point { ?+j , 5} cannot appear below the curve contain- 

ing [q 9 <“j .since (fl i dt),, 731, 0 2 0, and it cannot intersect the straight line ‘?J= 1 , 
since in this case we would have,remembering that z(7)ra >O, (l- ?J (7))/5(1-)=0<~. 

Let y > 0 be a constant. We shall prove the following assertion : (A). Ir, for any 

T (to < z <‘c * < a,) the inequality 

(3.3) 

holds and V = Cp V" , then no interception takes place within the interval [h , 77. 
We shall use two additional propositions during the proof of (A ) . 
1”. Let 

6 < &f d 7” Iz (r), 5(t)] < N (M, N = const) (3.4) 

<(z)>o>O, to<T <(2. * (3.5) 

Then, for any 7 belonging to [ &., , 77 we have x ( 7) # 0 . 
This follows from the properties of the function To [x, 6 ] . 
2’. If at 1, f r <z* < 6, the inequality 

rl(‘)Gi -B (S = const > 0) (3.6) 

holds, V =WV” and the point {?J( ‘T), <( 7) ] remains within r, then 

v(r)),a>O, t,<:z <T*<6, (3.7) 
To prove (3.7). we shall consider Expression 

dv II v II2 
dr=--=- 'V (3.8) 

Since ltl, ji E I’, we have E > a > 0 (see Fig. 1). Taking now (3.6) into account, 
we obtain 

cp (‘1 (T). 4 (r)) = 
i -1 tl (r) / 4 (r) 

(i _ ‘1 (r))2 <K, (Kr = const) (3.9) 

We shall now show that 
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(3.10) 

Indeed, llw’(T) /Ii ’ ’ and ca(T) are [Z] positive definite quadratic forms in vector 

coordinates X(T) with variables continuous in 7 and coefficients, bounded when 

to < T Q T* < 13~ , hence the ratio of these forms satisfies (3.10). Relations (3.8) to 

(3.10) now imply that dv / dz 2 - K,v, to d z < z* < 6, and the condition V” > 0 
yields (3.7). 

We shall now prove the assertion (d ). We have shown that in the case under consider- 

ation.point 17(T). 5(T)} remainswithinr,hencer)(T)=C(T)/~($)~O and 
8 (7) 2 0 , and the condition (3.1) holds. We have, for any point within r, s(T) 2 a > 0, 

hence (3.3) yields l- q'ya , ?lS l- ya . 2’ now implies that V(~)‘,ZU > 0 (& 5 
STST*) and,as s(T) =6(7)/ v(7)2a, we have ~(T)%uJ >O *i.e. we have (3.5). 
We note that at any z. <% the condition (3.4) follows from (2.5), therefore 1” 

yieldsa:(z)=y(~)--z(~)#O(to<~<~*<68),whichcompletestheproof(~). 

Thus. if inequality (3.3) is valid for any T< 6, , then interception would occur not 
sooner than at the instant 6, (to) = TuovO (to) - 6 / 2 -f to. 

However, let Eq. 
[Y (r*) --e (r*)l == T 

5 (T*) 
be satisfied for the first time at the instant T*. 

We need only consider the case where 

t. <‘z* < 6, - ‘Ia 6 (3.11) 

since the strategy v = V~ consaucted must guarantee that interception will occur not 

sooner than at the instant T,.,. (to) -I+ t, - 6 = 6, (to) - Va 6. But by (2.9). for 72 T* 
we have U(7) s 0, so that the minimum time which elapses from the instant T* to 
interception is T” Ix, (T*), p @*)I . Moreover, from (3.3) and (2.4) we have p (.r*) = 
= 6 (T *) + y 5 (T *). Thus, at the instant T * we have 

v,* + T” [cc (‘F*), 5 (%*)I = 6, (to), r* -+ T” [x (T*), 5 (z*) + ~5 (+)I = 6” (3.12) 

Here 6” is the earliest possible instant of interception (under the condition U(T) = 0, 

T>T*). 

We shall now prove another assertion. 

3O. Let 
T [I, iJ = K = const > 0, (3.13) 

hold for tz,CJ E G . Then 

T” 12, 51 - To Ir, 5 + ~51 = UJ (2, 6, Y) --) 0 for Y-+0 (3.14) 

is uniform in all X and < satisfying (3.13). 

With X and 6 fixed, condition (3.14) holds by virtue of the continuity of To [X, 5 ] 
in 6 , therefore it only remains to show that w(X , 5 , y) --t 0 as y -0 uniformly in x 
and 6 . Let us write an equation defining r= 2” [X. 6 ] 

(D,z, z)“1 - c = 0 (3.15) 

Here (DT Z, 2) is a positive definite from whose coefficients are continuous functions 

ofY(T>O). Let us write(3.15) as 

(D,q, qp - 1 = 0, (q = z / 5) (3.16) 

Since (Dk 4 , Q ) is a positive definite quadratic form, it follows that the set Q of all 
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